
 
How do children learn, and what are they learning?  

At the Gan, we employ a “narrative element” within our curriculum. Way back in September (can we 

even remember that long ago?), I previewed this focus on “narrative” to set the tone for the year: 

We focus on developing the narrative element in our Daily Emails and our in-class documentation 

(bulletin boards, walls, pictures, etc) because part of the Reggio approach is insisting that school is not a 

litany of discrete humdrum activities meant to keep children busy or distracted but rather a place for 

children to agentively create their place in the world. 

And as promised, our walls are alive with stories right now. I’d love to share two of those stories with 

you, along with a deeper exploration of how the narrative element is used as a productive curricular tool 

in our classrooms.  

Please use the pictures here as a guide – come see the bulletin boards in person next time you are in the 

school! 

 

Here is Kochavim’s “Happy Hanukkah” board. Their emergent curriculum – a buzzword in a Reggio 

school, simply meaning topics of study which emerge from children’s voice, passion, and curiosities – 

was sparked one morning at the art table. The bulletin board begins on the left: “Our Kochavim friends 

started this painting journey creating pictures with regular paintbrushes, paint, and paper. Miriam then 

realized she didn’t need the paintbrushes to make art, and she could use her hands instead.” Instead of 

reminding Miriam how paint is “supposed to” be used, the teachers pushed her and her classmates on 

this: “Inspired by Miriam, we started to explore different ways of painting.” The board continues: “So far, 

we have explored: finger painting / ice painting / dipping paint / shaving cream painting / dreidel spin 

painting.” Following the spark and the push, the teachers then receded and watched as the children 

made the work their own. (I reviewed this spark-push-recede approach to curriculum development in a 

Note last year). The teachers are now planning a trip to the National Art Gallery as a capstone 

experience in this curriculum – all because of Miriam’s productively-transgressive actions. 

The narrative element is crucial here – it shows how Miriam’s agency impacted the experience that her 

teachers and classmates would have in class, how Miriam’s decisions and actions would alter the flow of 

events in the classroom. Reggio leans on narrative because it showcases that we all matter in our own 

way – we each have our unique contributions as citizens in our local communities. Children are robbed 
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of this experience when they are asked to fill out ditto sheets, told to color within the lines, or all asked 

to produce the same project or artwork. Educationally, we are not interested in uniformity; we seek out 

stories, relationships, and relevancy. 

 

Here is Ahlim’s “Bee” board. Their emergent curriculum began “On our first day of school” when they 

“went out to the Nature Nook and noticed bees flying around the bushes. As we played, we realized they 

were coming from a hole in the ground. Little did we know that this small encounter with bees would 

turn into a whole learning experience later.” In a meaning-centered curriculum, our teachers are always 

looking out for what grabs our students’ attention. “A month later… to help fill that curiosity, we looked 

at pictures of honeybees, queen bees, and honeycombs. Our friends did observational drawings of bees 

and created their favorite type of bee.” Again, projects and work will look different for each child within 

this story: “Abraham created a beehive out of popsicle sticks” and Maya drew “A bee that only makes 

flowers to bloom.” No projects or curricula are the same because no children are the same – citizens are 

encouraged to be themselves rather than conform to a normed standard. You’ll notice in all our bulletin 

boards that there is rich, multimedia representation – not only artwork but also pictures of children 

creating the work, quotes from children and teachers, and lots of tangible artifacts. This is how we tell 

our stories, from all angles and for all learners.  

Seeing the child as a citizen, we appreciate the unique value and contribution that each person makes to 

our classroom curricula and stories. We reflect this agency and power back to children through our 

bulletin boards and invite you to read along.  

But don’t take my word for it – come and explore Shoshanim’s tzedakah board, Shamayim’s baking 

board, Dagim’s Jewish holidays and the senses board, Tipot’s fish board, and Ananim’s love & light 

board. We hope they capture the rich stories that our children create in their classrooms and display the 

abundance of passion and joy with which they approach their curriculum. In all of them you will see the 

power of young children to impact the world around them – the core concept within the Reggio 

approach.  

Our curriculum is designed to nourish this agency and offer children a vision of the world in which they 

productively sculpt their local community through their words and actions. 

Shabbat shalom, 

Noah 


